Enchanting the Audience:
Dramatic Devices of Sakura Mask
Theatre in West Lampung, Sumatra
Karen Kartomi Thomas

Sakura is a little-known ancient genre of masked theatre found in the Indonesian province of Lampung in southern Sumatra. In his 2010 performance of sakura, artist I
Nyoman Mulyawan showcased his series of “new dance creations” in the style of the
coastal Saibatin people. The multiplicity of performance devices and traditional motifs
generated an allure that instantly captivated his large village audiences. The stage
dynamics, masks, procession as allegory for spiritual journey, auspicious betel nut poles,
and rhythmic and ritualistically charged music of the orchestra, were artfully integrated
to enchant Mulyawan’s audience.
Karen Kartomi Thomas (PhD, University of California–Berkeley) is an adjunct
senior research fellow at the Centre for Theatre and Performance, Monash University.
Her current research focuses on contemporary performance in Sumatra’s provinces of
Lampung and the Riau Islands.

This article describes a modern performance of sakura (Lampung language, hereafter, L)1, a little-known masked theatre of the
Skala Brak area of West Lampung regency on the Indonesian island of
Sumatra, a genre that probably predates the area’s sixteenth century
conversion to Islam. Masks can be grotesque and ragged (L kemak) to
martial and clean (L helau). In the predominantly Muslim province of
Lampung, sakura is now performed annually as part of the Idul Fitri
celebration of the end of the Islamic fasting month and on other occasions such as Indonesian Independence Day. The successful sakura
event evokes pesona 2 or enchantment, a term that I introduce in this
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research to refer to the all-encompassing allure and magnetic pull produced by Indonesian-Malay performance generally, which audiences
experience kinesthetically, visually, and aurally. An acknowledgment of
pesona as a significant quality in contemporary Lampung theatrical performance enriches our understanding of an ancient device used not
only to attract large West Lampung audiences, but to maintain their
interest for the duration of an event such as a pesta sakura (sakura festivities), an event that sometimes lasts for up to one week.
In order to analyze the significant changes sakura has undergone in recent years as required by religious leaders and the provincial
and local government departments of culture and tourism, I shall first
describe a single performance event led by director and choreographer Nyoman Mulyawan that took place in Canggu village of West Lampung in 2010 with the description based on his DVD documentation
of a sakura performance (Mulyawan 2010). The event was held with
enormous community involvement and patronage. I discuss the performance set, movement, dance and music, the stage dynamics, and the
audience response in detail to illustrate the gradual build up of pesona,
to give a firm sense of the control and dynamics of its artistry, and to
provide the ethnographic and other data that I will analyze at the end
of the paper. I will trace sakura’s changes of style and structure after
it declined in the late 1980s, noting modifications in the early 1990s,
which preceded this 2010 adaptation of traditional dramatic devices
and motifs created by Balinese-born but Sumatra-based Nyoman Mul
yawan whose modern works broaden the appeal for contemporary
audiences. Detailed information on his studio and its adaptation and
reformulation of traditional material for contemporary audiences can
be found at the end of my description.

Description of Sakura Masked Festivities in Canggu,
Directed by Nyoman Mulyawan in 2010
Beneath the open, two-story home of the village head the musicians of the talo balak 3 (L) ensemble sat waiting for the amplified introductory speeches to end and the sakura festivities to begin. The home
stood close to the main street, which police had blocked off from traffic
for the day. The balcony above was already crowded with women, children, and men, as were the adjacent homes, balconies, and front yards.
No one in the audience had dressed up for the occasion; many of the
children wore shorts, T-shirts, and sandals. On either side of the village headman’s house stood two large satellite television discs. Colorful
flags that flew approximately four meters high lined the street, some
of them with a wood-carved sakura kamak (ugly mask, L) hanging from
the top of the flagpole. Dozens of batik slendang (scarves) were tied to
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several fences and around houses and beneath balconies: they helped
demarcate the stage area. There was only standing room for most of
the audience except for the two flights of stairs on either side of the
village head’s house. Dignitaries sat on a couch and three armchairs
were situated below the balcony. There was no constructed stage, and
for the general audience no one had indicated where the audience
space ended and the stage space began. Much of the performance took
place in the village head’s front yard and later in the adjacent street.
Indeed the stage area consistently changed shape and size according
to (1) how much stage space entering performers needed depending
on their act or dance, which encouraged audience members to make
room, and (2) the whims of the viewers who filled the stage space if
performers exited or moved away. The atmosphere was festive before
the event began. The growing audience and excited children milled
about expectantly.
The performance began with dozens of men carrying first one
then a second tall, heavy, betel nut pole (L pohon pinang, the traditional
Lampung poles erected on most sets of ceremonial performance) to the
front stage, placing them in designated positions several houses apart.
The number of villagers helping, watching, and socializing increased.
Animated chatter conveyed noisy excitement. Organizers had tied
large metal wreath-like rings at the top of the poles from which various
household items were strung, such as towels, brooms, plastic containers, bins, spoons, woks, and multicolored umbrellas.
Casually dressed in matching loose batik sarongs and crimsoncolored T-shirts, female performers mingled with the village audience.
Initially three young girls unassumingly mimed children’s games, such
as rock-paper-scissors, in front of the seated musicians in the headman’s
yard; the children’s activities were the first hint that this area was the
stage space. Gradually their actions and matching costumes separated
the girls from the village community and distinguished them as performers. The carnivalesque atmosphere made the occasion entertaining for young children. Soon a group of five women wearing sarongs
and sandals began sweeping the street in mock preparation for the
start of the festivities. While their dress gave an everyday appearance,
their made-up faces with black eyeliner and thick false eyelashes gave
away their theatrical identities. Strings of white flowers decorated their
neatly pinned hair buns, which quietly distinguished them from the
audience. Their appearance and increasingly choreographed dance
movements drew eyes to them. None of these dancers wore a Muslim headscarf (hijab), distinguishing them from the veiled majority of
female audience members. These performers cued the audience to
prepare for the arrival of the first of the star attractions: about twenty
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masked men wearing sakura kamak, distorted and intentionally ugly
masks made of wood or cardboard, balaclavas, and other face coverings
made from canvas or cotton fabric, rubber, or plastic. Their heads were
decorated with synthetic hair or leafy branches. Some masked men
dressed like rice farmers in sarongs and bamboo hats. The many other
representations of noblemen and women, ogres, animals, and others
were unified by their grotesqueness and seemingly hastily put together
costumes consisting of ripped clothing and leafy branches. The audience understood that despite their ugliness they were friendly beings.
Five men dressed in black, loose-fitting outfits with short batik
sarongs wrapped around their waists and headbands (ikat kepala) tied
around their foreheads joined the women in a choreographed formation. The female dancers ceased their sweeping and produced large,
arching arm movements in unison to pound their brooms rhythmically
against the road in time with the music. This prepared viewers for the
next act, in which a youth approached a group of girls and mimed
a request that the prettiest and only one in Saibatin4 dance costume
come meet a young man. A courting dance ensued between another
man and woman who were dressed in gold costumes and, like all of the
performers from then on, performed barefoot.
By now crowds of children, women, and men spilled into the
street, into the front yard, onto the balconies, and onto the steps leading to the balconies. Viewers watched intently not only the entertainment as it gradually crescendoed in volume, movement, and energy,
but also the many journalists with cameras documenting the event for
the media.
Village males of all ages tenderly carried the third and final ceremonial betel nut pole to its designated position a few houses away.
They erected it and tied it securely with rope. Treating the poles with
special care ensured the traditional spiritual safety net around the village, the venue, the actors, and audience members. The betel nut poles
with their suspended gifts traditionally appeased malevolent spirits,
with the intention of guaranteeing the spiritual and physical safety of
participants and the village audience alike.
The initial parade of sakura kamak masked musicians drew
the audience (Fig. 1). They moved in closer to take a good look at
the masked men to try to figure out the identities of the performers.
None saw the audience’s gradual inward movement or open curiosity
as encroaching on performance space. Most of the sakura kamak men
chanted with a frame drum (rebana), which they pounded loudly to
produce rhythmic, interlocking beats intended to scare away nature’s
spirits. Several of the masked men removed one or more batik slendang
scarves tied to the fence and tied them around their own necks to sig-
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nal that they were looking for a sweetheart (jodoh). Members of the
audience continued to chat in anticipation, to walk around or look into
the distance, to speak into their telephones, or take snapshots. None,
including the young children, were alarmed by the rough appearance
or gruff mannerisms of the masked men. The audience knew the traditional sakura kamak as friendly, humorous, and harmless character
types.
With the arrival of sakura helau performers, the sakura kamak
musicians receded into the background. The modern helau masks consisted of Lampung batik cloth wrapped around their heads, necks, and
faces, leaving small eye openings for sunglasses. Strips of batik attached
to their belts gave them a uniform look (see Fig. 2). Unlike the free
movements of sakura kamak actors and musicians, these sakura helau
dancers performed choreographed pencak silat (martial arts) stances
and dance patterns. Sakura helau dancers, who often appear on Lam-

Figure 1. Sakura kamak performers wearing masks of disfigured or animal
faces such as monkeys, civets (L luwak), or tigers. Their costumes consisted of
leaves, branches, and rags; they assumed humorous character types of farmers,
women, ogres (raksasa), or babies, while playing loud interlocking rhythms on
the rebana frame drums as they paraded about the village streets dispelling
uninvited spirits. (Photo from DVD: Courtesy of Nyoman Mulyawan)
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pung’s tourist brochures, also perform at official functions of the
West Lampung regency and at government and private functions in
the capital city, Bandar Lampung. Their choreographed self-defense
routines are typical of male dancers across many Indonesian-Malay
and indeed Southeast Asian cultures. Movement is fast, energetic, and
strong. Their masks and costumes have a distinct soldierly look, and
their dance routines and hand-combat movements—sometimes with
daggers or shields—flesh out their warrior character. Through movement and stage positions, a major role of the sakura helau dancers was
physically to shift the audience to make way for each theatrical item, in
this case a female welcoming dance (tari sembah batin).
The masked sakura performers (both kamak and helau) provided
a sharp contrast to female dancers, whose faces were free for everyone to see. Their costumes consisted of lace or silk bodices, modern
red-purple tapis (L, prized Lampung cloth) skirts or dresses, red belts

Figure 2. Sakura helau dancers in Kenali, West Lampung, wearing Lampung
batik cloth masks neatly wrapped around their heads and sunglasses to conceal their identities, trademarks of sakura helau characters, whose martial arts
dance routines show of physical strength, skill, and male beauty. (Photo: Karen
Kartomi Thomas)
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with gold accessories, and long gold necklaces worn over each shoulder and across the chest, and they had heavily made-up faces. A scarf
and a string of white flowers decorated their hair buns. Each dancer
supported on her head with one hand a lightweight, cloth-adorned
ceremonial plate (talam) covered with maroon velvet cloth and gold
trimmings. The women’s costumes and smoothly executed, graceful
movements instantly signaled their role of welcoming important guests
(menyambut tamu).
Soon two male dancers dressed in black broke away from the
group of the sakura dancers who had lined up on one side of the street
to demarcate the once again changed dimensions of the stage area. The
pair faced each other as they crouched low to the ground, circling one
another to the loud rhythmic drumming accompaniment. On leaves
and branches previously strewn onto the ground, the pair performed
as if in mock trance. One of them produced a kris (ceremonial dagger)
in each hand while the other with apparent greater fighting skill forced
him to the ground twice and eventually disarmed him. The audience,
including children, who had moved in closely around the fight was now
six or seven people deep. All viewers, standing, crouching, or sitting on
the ground nearby, watched intently.
Beneath the balcony next to the musicians stood a sakura kamak
singer with a piece of batik (kain) covering his head and upper body,
and a string around his neck to hold the cloth in place. Only his eyes
and mouth were visible as he sang into a handheld microphone. He
read a handwritten rhyming verse (bebandung5), but the loud drumming and the beating of the talo balak orchestra drowned out his words.
At times people standing in front of the seated musicians needed to
be ushered away by sakura kamak actors. At one point two of the musicians stood up—one vigorously pounding his drum strapped around
his neck, the other holding a wooden frame with two kettle drums.
There was no front stage. Dancers performed facing north, south, east,
and west in turn. Viewers piled onto the stairs of the house and homes
nearby and children leaned over the balconies transfixed. All eyes
rested trance-like on the spectacle; all ears were filled with the sounds
of the talo balak orchestra. One of the fighters picked up a bamboo rod
and attempted to strike the legs of his opponent, who quickly jumped
over the rod. Several other masked men remained on the periphery,
warning the audience to stand back while picking up the dagger and
the rods as the performers threw them down. The fighters struck each
other with their legs and eventually one put the other in a headlock.
All eyes and bodies faced the sakura helau dancers performing exciting
choreographed pencak silat movements that took them to the ground
one minute then had them spinning on their legs or striking with their
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arms the next. One fighter performed acrobatic somersaults over the
back of the other before finishing abruptly and disappearing offstage
beneath the balcony.
The fighters’ abrupt disappearance broke the enchanting
effect. Eyes looked away, but the audience on the whole remained
waiting expectantly for the next dance to be done by a second group
of modern sakura helau dancers. Their costumes combined the old
with the new by wearing the old-style wooden masks that looked like
skulls, together with the cleaner look of traditional Malay teluk belanga
costumes, short sarongs, and slendang scarves. The dancers choreographed movements involving strutting along the road in single file
while waving about swords and producing large sweeping arm movements and distinct pencak silat–like strides to the accompaniment of
energetic drumming and male singing (see Fig. 3). Journalists sprung
into action with their cameras. A short distance away a group of both
sakura kamak actors and sakura helau dancers lined the road performing their respective movements and actions to expand the size of the
stage. Other sakura helau dancers formed a line along the street, aiming
to cue the audience to watch for the arrival of the next act, to which
the audience responded by looking in the same direction indicated. As
the rhythmic sounds and melodies of a new ensemble became audible,
a procession of female dancers arrived, performing high swinging stylized right-arm movements and brisk walking. The sakura helau dancers
put down their swords and crouched down on the side of the road in
reverence to the passing procession (Fig. 4). The audience followed
the gaze of the sakura helau performers, who broke apart to allow the
two lines of female dancers to pass. As the dancers exited the stage one
by one, people looked after them longingly, as if willing them to return
with their graceful movements, colorful costumes, and rhythmic music,
wondering when these uplifting female visions of beauty accompanied
by sweet sounds would reappear.
Then the sakura helau men performed athletic leaps, as if celebrating the beautiful performance just seen. Children began to chatter, move about, or play while adults remained looking around wondering if more was to come. The second, distinct group of sakura helau
dancers, with their skull-like wooden masks and broad, energetic dance
movements made larger by their flowing strips of batik, spun about
on the spot. They attracted the attention of a group of children who
stopped to stare, uncertain about whether to be afraid or not. A couple of young boys backed away as the dancers approached them, yet
another girl appeared enchanted by them as she began to sway her
body in time to the music and movement; she nudged her friend to
do the same. None could take their eyes off the spectacle. One dancer
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Figure 3. The masks of these sakura dancers evoke the shamanistic spiritual
powers of the sakura kamak, while their costumes of Lampung kain batik and
their fast-paced, masculine stances extend those of the sakura helau character
type. (Photo from DVD: Courtesy of Nyoman Mulyawan)

jumped on the shoulders of another. A dancer performed a handstand
and his partner caught his legs midair. The rhythmic beat dominated
the sounds of a male voice singing. The dancers began to encroach
on the area occupied by a group of children, who quickly moved away
squealing. Some of the sakura dancers performed midair somersaults,
others did cartwheels, yet others moved quickly around the street very
close to the audience who enjoyed this latest show.
The larger-than-life role of this second group of sakura helau
dancers was to prepare the audience for the arrival of the final highlight,
the solo female dancer who performed wearing ornate five-centimeterlong, gold-painted fingernail adornments (Fig. 5). An air of anticipation descended as the sakura helau performers leapt in dance one last
time and looked in the direction of the approaching female sitting on
a raised, open carriage, transported on the shoulders of four masked
men. The female dancer had a beehive hairstyle decorated with goldcolored metal flowers and was dressed in meters of creatively folded
gold satin material secured by a gold belt. She also wore a gold-colored,
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Figure 4. Sakura helau dancers in red and yellow costumes acting as internal audience; through their crouched stances and arm movements or facing
directions, they direct the audience gaze to the female dances. (From DVD:
Courtesy of Nyoman Mulyawan)

Lampung lace (sulam khusus, L) neckpiece. A large gold cloth was
attached to the middle finger on each hand with thread; it was pinned
and draped around her neck and shoulders to form what looked like
butterfly wings. She knelt on the open carriage while her arm movements accentuated her long gold fingernails of the tari cangget (longfingernail dance, L), her seven large gold-colored bracelets, and her
gold garuda-bird armlets.6 She presented a traditional image of a deity
or a goddess. The sakura helau dancers acting as her bodyguards were
like beautified benevolent ogres preparing the audience for this important goddess to be revered. The grotesqueness of the masked sakura
kamak actors and the large leg and arm movements of the masked
sakura helau dancers provided a sharp contrast to her grace, beauty,
and stillness as she sat poised looking upon her subjects with a slight
smile on her heavily made-up face. A picture of female beauty high on
her platform, parading and accompanied by the sounds of music, she
encouraged viewers to look up to the sky and see beyond her to catch
a glimpse of the auspicious betel nut pole with suspended gifts; she
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Figure 5. Long-fingernail dance (tari cangget) with performer seated on a
structure borne on the shoulders of sakura helau dancers. (From DVD: Courtesy of Nyoman Mulyawan)

captivated the audience. That her feet were not permitted to touch the
ground indicated that she represented a royal figure to be venerated.
Her slow, circular hand movements made her long gold fingernails all
the more alluring and lifting and lowering her arms enabled her to
open out her shoulder cloth like fluttering wings.
Not far behind followed a female dancer together with a male
dancer dressed in matching Saibatin costumes. The male dancer wore
a gold satin teluk belanga costume with a short, tassled tapis sarong
around his waist and a headband. He danced with a large, loose piece
of batik that he flicked about while attempting to capture his partner. The sakura helau dancers performed around them as if protecting
them. Eventually the female dancer snatched the batik cloth playfully
from the male dancer. By now the audience had crowded the road
moving forward to watch the flirting couple. Many of the women in
the audience carrying or holding small children smiled, as did the
men. Dotted among the audience stood sakura kamak actors as if standing guard.
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As the musicians finished their piece, the sakura kamak actors
began hitting their frame drums again and the sounds of the Lampung
bamboo gamolan7 xylophone filled the air. A sakura kamak actor began
to climb one of the betel nut poles slowly by tying lengths of rope
around it one at a time as a support for each ascending foot. When
the climber reached the top he began excitedly to untie the suspended
items—a hand towel, plastic containers, a wok, T-shirts—one at a time
and dropped gifts to the ground for the performers. This signaled the
ending of the event.
The magnetic pull of the many elements of pesona that built
up gradually succeeded in holding the audience’s attention from the
beginning, followed by a gentle light-hearted, playful release of tension when the sakura helau dancers danced freely. The twelve or so
female dancers also gathered nearby. The frenzied drumming commenced again and the masked dancers formed a line, using both
hands to hold on to the batik strips of the dancer in front. They
moved forward playfully in a circle and the female dances followed
behind them. Male voices cried out a lively “Yi-ha!” The female dancers’ movements became casual, and their faces showed relaxed smiles
as they processed briskly in a large circle offstage together with male
dancers; the mood was social, festive, and relaxed. The music ended
and the announcer, speaking into his microphone, expressed thanks
to all the performers. At no time during or at the close of the event
did the audience members applaud. The audience quickly dispersed.
Considering the hundreds of people who attended this event, no litter
was evident anywhere. The performers requested to be photographed
together with friends and family, at which time some of the sakura
dancers shed their character type and their role in guiding the audience by removing their masks. Very soon the road opened up to traffic once again and the village returned to its normal routine: street
sounds of local bemo taxis, motorbikes, cars, trucks, and people talking
resumed quickly.

Tracing Changes in Sakura Ritual and the Political
Appointment of Nyoman Mulyawan
The origins of sakura mask theatre are unknown. Legend has it
that sakura was passed down orally since the third century ce through
generations of the animist Buay Tumi ethnic group living in the old
kingdom of Skala Brak at the foot of Mount Pesagi and surrounds in
the northwest mountainous region of West Lampung (Mustika 2011:
148–149). A related form of mask theatre called tupping 8 found in
the south in and around the coastal area of Kalianda is believed to
have developed after people migrated on foot and by boat along the
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complex river and swamp system to the southeast. Performers of both
forms wore intentionally deformed-looking masks to depict a range of
grotesque character types in order to repel threatening supernatural
beings. They did so also to invite benevolent ancestral and nature spirits (roh) through ritualized rites and processions for the protection of
the village and its inhabitants.9
The historical, social, and ethnic context of artist and choreographer Nyoman Mulyawan, who directed the production described
above, has arisen out of the performance customs (adat) and beliefs of
the ancient indigenous Saibatin ethnic groups, and Lampung’s enduring culture contacts with other Malay and foreign peoples, coupled with
the social and aesthetic interchanges that took place between them for
many centuries. Like other major ports of Sumatra, Lampung’s western and southern coastal ports were part of the early global network of
commerce and exchange. Since ancient times Lampungic Malay kingdoms have been in contact with foreign influences brought by visiting,
settling, and invading peoples from across Asia and Europe.10
The gradual conversion to Islam from the sixteenth century
onward did not deter sakura artists from continuing to enchant Skala
Brak audiences as their search for protection from roh, now termed
Muslim jin, persisted in their daily lives and ceremonial activities.
Sakura similarly survived the centuries-long periods of British and
Dutch exploration and colonization thereafter.
The twentieth century saw an influx of large transmigrant populations, principally from Java, Madura, and Bali in the 1930s, and again
in the 1970s and 1980s under Suharto’s presidency (Gunness 2003).
The genre continued to retain echoes of its ancient animist content
and form, including the dramatic motifs, devices, theatrics, and musical styles. While the magic that the ancient sakura shamanistic practices once cast on actors and audiences has been toned down since
the Islamic prohibition of animist ritual, villages up to the early 1970s
engaged sakura Muslim religious actors to assist with village cleansing of malevolent spirits. Sakura is no longer a ritually active practice
after artistic directors dampened the animist traits and significance to
appease Muslim leaders. Today contemporary performances are held
for entertainment purposes on significant celebratory or ceremonial
occasions when actors don sakura masks of both the old sakura kamak
and of the new sakura helau styles.
In the last two decades the Lampung government has increasingly sought ways of putting the province on the national stage after
decades of perceived neglect by the central Indonesian government.
On its agenda is to chart and acknowledge publically Lampung’s
ancient and little known history dating back to the Palaeolithic stone
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age culture, and to restore and refresh its living performance traditions
(Brinkgreve and Sulistianingsih 2009: 32). While the popular sakura
form has sat on the periphery in Muslim areas for centuries, it has of
recent years gained a new political and socioreligious significance in
its inclusion both in national holiday events such as August 17, when
the nation celebrates its declaration of independence, and in annual
celebrations of the Muslim end-of-the-fasting month Idul Fitri as in
Nyoman Mulyawan’s production of sakura described above.
The artistic context in the early 1990s in West Lampung was
such that Balinese artist Nyoman Mulyawan, who trained and received
his first degree in dance at the Indonesian Arts Institute (Institut Seni
Indonesia) in Yogyakarta, was recruited by the Tourism, Art, and Culture Department (Dinas Pariwisata Seni dan Budaya Lampung Barat)
both to regenerate the performing arts tradition on the one hand and
to create new Saibatin-inspired dance and music performance (kreasi
baru) on the other. This he did after setting up his performing arts
studio called Sanggar Seni Setiawan (Setiawan Arts Studio) in Liwa,
West Lampung’s capital, under a directive from Drs HI Sjachroeddin
ZP SH, the first governor of Lampung to promote Lampung’s traditional arts and culture—a directive that was funneled through to the
regent (bupati) of West Lampung who provided Nyoman Mulyawan as
head of culture with funding to revive the West Lampung performing
arts, including the sakura genre of masked theatre.
The government’s plans to restore some of Lampung’s ancient
forms of performance art before they were completely forgotten
became an even greater imperative after sakura saw a decline in the
mid to late 1980s due to rioting sakura youth factions between local
Skala Brak villages around Liwa and Kenali.11 In sakura the regent of
West Lampung in the 2000s sought a fresh, dynamic art form to attract
tourists and to contribute to the growth of cultural tourism as part
of the provincial government’s plans for long-term political and economic development.
Much of Nyoman’s choreography has been performed at modern-day ceremonies and official government functions in Liwa and in
the province’s capital Bandar Lampung, including large-scale arts festivals such as the annual Krakatoa Festival (Festival Krakatau). Indeed
in the last decade, performances of sakura have reached the shores of
Java, with outdoor venues presenting sakura performances at the invitation of the Indonesian government. These venues include the Miniature Indonesia Park (Taman Mini Indonesia Indah, TMII) in Jakarta
in July 2012, the Cultural Park (Taman Budaya Yogyakarta), and the
Institute of Teacher Training and Education (Institut Keguruan dan
Ilmu Pendidikan, IKIP) in Yogyakarta.
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Frequent public government spectacles of art and culture subsidized by the government assist in reinforcing the validity of Lampung’s
existing social and political structures. As dance troupes increasingly
perform modernized versions of sakura in urban and village contexts,
as West Lampung tourist information increasingly features pictures of
sakura helau performance, and as more stories in the print and online
media are published, sakura plays an increasingly important part in
reshaping and redefining Lampung’s modern cultural and political
identity.12
Nyoman Mulyawan’s political appointment and instructions
to him to develop new Saibatin-inspired performance art in the early
1990s led him to a two-decade study of the local traditions. Immersed
in the culture since settling in the area, he has choreographed and
taught at his studio, directed performances, and headed the department’s Arts and Culture section. His Balinese wife, an artist and dancer,
also teaches at their performing arts school and their two young children attend the local school. When I interviewed Nyoman Mulyawan
in April 2012, he told me that he had spent many years learning the
main performance traditions, including sakura masked theatre, from
local village elders and indigenous artists. He directed his 2010 sakura
production and organized the event for Skala Brak village audiences to
bear witness to his creations. On this occasion he requested permission
from the head of the district (camat) in Canggu village (L pekon Canggu)
in Batu Brak to contribute a number of items to an already arranged
sakura event held on a rotational basis at one of six neighboring villages.13 In presenting his creative works and providing an afternoon
of free entertainment he endeavored to give back to the community
who had previously welcomed him as a new transmigrant. He not only
undertook to revive and promote the local performing arts as he was
employed to do, but he also planned and directed a sakura production
as a means of gaining local acceptance for his artistic work that had
already been well and truly validated by the government.
Nyoman Mulyawan’s training and rehearsal methods were
grounded in regular group dance, acting, and music classes at his studio. Like any director, he determined his final cast of actors, dancers,
and musicians according to their ability, enthusiasm, and seniority; in
short, he selected the studio’s best available students, whom he then
taught, trained, and directed. The nature of the relationship between
Nyoman Mulyawan as local resident artist and the performers is one of
revered teacher and leader to student followers. He has a quiet, unassuming demeanor and he teaches through demonstration, positive
communication, active observation of skill development, and regular
rehearsals.
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In a sense Nyoman Mulyawan had already gained local acceptance for his work in promoting the performing arts and for his creative pieces themselves well before the event took place when the large,
locally based cast and crew—actors, dancers, musicians, organizers,
stage hands, prop makers, costume designers, and others—agreed to
play a part and/or assist behind the scenes voluntarily, essentially for
no pay aside from meals provided during final rehearsals. With his
approachable and personable manner, he succeeded in mobilizing
dozens of performers and participants who viewed involvement in this
production not only as an honor to serve their teacher and the official
in charge of developing the West Lampung performing arts, but also
as an opportunity, in an urban area of low wages and low employment
prospects, to gain stage experience and exposure for future work in
performance and theatre.

Dramatic Devices, Traditional Motifs,
and the Buildup of Pesona
That Nyoman Mulyawan is Balinese and studied Balinese dance
and culture from a young age almost certainly influenced his artistic
style; the height of female arm movements in his Saibatin-inspired welcoming dance as one example resembles the height of arm movements
of Balinese dances. But he also drew inspiration from the movements of
the West Lampung variant of the Malay-Indonesian art of self-defense
(pencak silat) for his sakura creations, variations of which are practiced
not only across Sumatra, Java, and Bali, but also in other Southeast
Asian countries. Nyoman Mulyawan intertwined the new with the old;
he chose to blend elements from a variety of sources with some of the
essential features of local West Lampung performance.
Furthermore, his stylistic approach takes into account the performance context and audience expectations. He has been grappling
with a living tradition that must undergo change if it is to appeal to
contemporary tastes and meet modern requirements. Nyoman Mulya
wan’s new version of sakura, known as sakura helau, is on the surface
an overhaul of the traditional sakura kamak version. The new beautified masks of Lampung batik cloth that wrap around the entire head,
leaving an opening for the eyes and a pair of sunglasses, replaced the
old grotesque wooden masks that depicted intentionally deformed
human faces of nobility, ogres, or animal-like faces such as monkeys or
civets. The new designer costume consisting of the Malay teluk belanga
costume, slendang scarves placed across the chest, and a folded sarong
wrapped around the waist, bear no resemblance to the leaves, branches,
ripped clothing, and general unkempt appearance of the old. Finally
the new dance routines of largely stylized art of self-defense pencak silat
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movements differ vastly from the ad hoc and deliberately unchoreographed, unrefined, or clown-like movements of the traditional sakura
kamak character types.
Yet Nyoman Mulyawan did not seek to introduce radically new,
avant-garde motifs, devices, and performance techniques, as this would
have alienated vast sections of his audience who grew up with the local
performance conventions. Instead in his production he juxtaposed his
creative ideas and artistic style with the conventional dramatic devices.
I chose to focus on this single production because it places Nyoman
Mulyawan’s new sakura form in a village context. Nyoman Mulyawan
frames his works within a complex network of cultural imageries from
traditional performance together with its pesona-inducing dramatic
devices (and the corresponding allure intended to affect the audience). Mindful of the impact of conventions on audiences, he broadened the appeal of sakura by introducing dramatic elements from the
wider performing arts, such as the set of traditional performance and
ritual, arranging sakura actors in designated positions to guide the stage
dynamics and the position of the audience; the complex workings of
pesona’s charm, the Saibatin motifs of male and female beauty; the stirring accompanying rhythms and melodies of the talo balak orchestra;
and the engaging, sometimes alarming though familiar, ritual qualities
that emanate from the ancient sakura masks.
While Nyoman Mulyawan introduced significant change to the
sakura genre he nevertheless retained the task of the old sakura kamak
in which actors and musicians offer comedy and light-hearted skits and
produce rousing rhythms, melodies, and musical pieces, while parading
around the village evoking sakura’s ancient shamanistic guardian role.
As the figures processed, the community welcomed the masked performers by offering them gifts of food and drink in exchange for their
entertainment. Frame drums pounding out interlocking rhythms, kettle-gongs clamoring, and male voices singing bebandung rhyming verse,
when fused together, urged sakura performers into expertly executed,
fast-paced, tradition-inspired dance routines and ceremonial duels.
The modern sakura helau performers extended the inherited role of
protectors of the village, a role that adds to the enchantment already
generated by sakura kamak actors. At his 2010 event Nyoman Mulyawan
tapped into the old ceremonial meaning of the betel nut “trees” or
poles that young men carried to the stage area to signal the start of
an important event. Standing high and adorned with metal wreaths
and suspended gifts of household goods overlooking the production,
the poles hinted at a traditional Lampung dramatic device auspiciously
located close to the skies and believed to deflect undesirable spirits
from intruding on the scene below.14
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While Nyoman Mulyawan countered the all-male sakura tradition by adding into the sakura mix the female Saibatin welcoming dance
and long fingernail dance, he was fully aware that villagers regularly
perform variations of such female dances at traditional rites of passage
such as weddings and title-bestowing ceremonies (L pemberian adok).15
Nyoman Mulyawan’s new creations express not only his own artistry
and background, but also the vibrancy of Lampung’s contemporary
and traditional performing arts and culture. He combined these elements as he chose to introduce his new ideas within the context of traditional motifs and devices, and to reproduce the characteristic structure and ambience of the arresting quality of pesona that exudes from
traditional performance.
Nyoman Mulyawan’s production, which took place in the front
yard of the village head’s home and also on the street, presented a
traditional stage space that allowed the audience to move in and out
of the performance action as they pleased in response to the spectacle. Both the performers, with their routines, and the audience, who
skirted around the action as it occurred, defined the parameters of
the stage. Actors altering the performance space as they paraded or
danced their routines showed the fluid nature of the stage. Viewers
were not seen as intruders encroaching on the performance space but
as welcome participants openly and kinesthetically engaging with the
theatre’s sights and sounds. The lack of visible markings, walls, or stage
props that ordinarily determine both a theatre’s stage dimensions and
a fixed viewing area for the audience allowed the stage dynamics to
expand and contract. That no fixed or raised stage formed a tangible
barrier between the entertainment and the audience allowed viewers
to encircle, intermingle with, or stand back from the action as they
wished.
The shifting malleability of the stage area nevertheless created
a secure arena free from harm for performers to display their physical
and emotional energy and for audience members to consume the allure
of the production. Reassuring and at the same time freeing and spirited, the experiential event took place in an area articulated by human
boundaries. Performers urged members of the audience to move with
them, which created the stage’s elasticity. The stage’s dynamics and its
dimensions tied in closely with the signals given by sakura performers
and the audience’s preparedness to move about en masse.
That no one, including any child in the sakura audience, was
particularly frightened of the grotesque masks depicting disfigured or
ugly faces of noblemen, ogres, or animals, their respective character
types meant that the community viewed them as commonplace. Like
masquerade activities worldwide, masks are intended to conceal the
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wearers’ identities. In this case, actors unrecognizable due to their
masks were intended to deflect nasty spirits and to prevent them from
infiltrating their bodies and the homes of the village community. The
audience’s collective memory of the masks’ ancient role of herders of
evil spirits and guardian safekeepers of the village closed the emotional
distance between the sakura performers and members of the audience.16 The children may have squealed at the looming presence of
the sakura helau group in particular, yet they took their cues from their
parents and other relatives and adults around them who watched the
energetic and amusing stunts and the martial-arts and dance skills with
pleasure, the experience of which in their muscular imagination was
heightened by the accompanying singing and nonstop rhythmic beats
of the frame drums pounded by sakura musicians.17
In the absence of concrete parameters typical of modern theatre
stages, Nyoman Mulyawan called on his modern sakura helau actors,
especially in the second half of the production, to assume the role of
internal audience or mediator between performers and the audience.18
Remaining present during each scene, they assisted in demarcating an
area for female dancers in which to perform. They became connectors between the ensuing scenes and the audience’s response. As an
audience within the performance, the sakura actors’ actions of standing, kneeling on one knee, turning their bodies, and thereby changing
the stage shape and its proportions, invited the viewing audience to
turn toward the female dancers now performing before them; their
gestures were designed to indicate to the audience where to place their
attention and where their sympathies ought to lie. The positions and
movements of sakura actors intentionally placed in designated areas
around the yard and the road expressed an admiration for the female
welcoming dance and ultimately Nyoman Mulyawan’s version of the
long-fingernail dance. Without a solid stage structure or fixed shape,
his choreography did not physically separate viewers from performers but instead permitted viewers to weave in and around performers.
As director, he made use of an internal audience of male dancers to
direct the real audience as to where to stand and how to respond. The
sakura helau dancers taking the role of internal audience heightened
the display of veneration for the long-fingernail dancer further by
performing stylized martial arts pencak silat routines around her. The
physical strength and skill, and the pleasing, outward appearance of
both grotesque or beautified masks and costumes displayed by sakura
performers, constitute the motif of male beauty. It also includes the
masks’ projected auras and their sense of spiritual protection over the
community. As members of an internal audience, these performers
through the enchanting qualities of their male beauty in totality of the
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sakura masked performance succeeded in directing the gaze, minds,
and hearts of the audience, in this case, toward the female dances.
The beauty motif defined by the female dances differs markedly
from that arising out of the movements, appearance, and evocations
of sakura’s male actors. The long-fingernail dance performed by the
sole female dancer sitting on a raised open carriage transported on
the shoulders of sakura helau dancers held a central position in the
sakura procession, as her presence evoked memories of the allegorical
journey traveled by individuals undergoing rites of passage. Nyoman
Mulyawan drew heavily on the tradition in his versions of the welcoming dance: an example is the ceremonial plate carried by each dancer
presenting offerings of betel nut (sireh) or sweets to welcome royal
and official guests. Because traditional female dances and the female
beauty conveyed fall outside the realm of the male sakura genre, the
elements that constitute their (unmasked) female character types and
their place in the creation of the production’s pesona deserve close
examination elsewhere.
Nyoman Mulyawan’s careful orchestration of stage dynamics
and the actions of the internal audience combined with the use of
beauty motifs artfully fueled the charm or pesona that West Lampung
audiences have long come to expect. His awareness of the power of
these effects and how to direct the audience’s attention showed that he
was in full control as director to mobilize the audience’s hearts, minds,
and bodies in the way he intended.

Conclusion
My narrative account of Nyoman Mulyawan’s sakura production
highlights the somewhat elusive nature of pesona and its engaging and
enchanting qualities skillfully put together by the director, and shows
that the interdependent relationship between music, movement, spectacle, and dramatic devices is critical to its success. Nyoman Mulyawan
aimed to fulfill the expectations of both his immediate village audience, consisting of his students and their families, government officials,
journalists, and photographers, and his broader imagined audience of
tourists and government officials. In order to persuade his audiences
to receive his rendition of sakura theatre and to construct and activate the theatre’s charisma that captivated their hearts and engaged
their minds and bodies, Nyoman Mulyawan presented a framework of
familiar dramatic devices, a framework that drew substantially from the
Saibatin tradition and established common ground between performers and audiences using a range of devices each carrying their own
particular units of response. The performance presented an omnipotent ethos acted out by the sakura performers and created by Nyoman
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Mulyawan, which provided the village audience a sense of shelter and
protection from outside disturbances during their Idul Fitri family
gathering. In establishing common ground Nyoman Mulyawan shaped
audience expectations and their evaluations of the characters presented. His stage dynamics, dramatic characters, internal audiences,
and other devices in the sakura context in which performers and audience came together personified neither historical nor mythical figures,
but rather the concepts of male and female beauty, and the projection
of the male guardian role. The patronage of sakura theatre in the Skala
Brak region of West Lampung is widespread. The traditional devices of
mask, costume, procession, the betel nut poles, movement, art of selfdefense steps, music, and motifs derived directly from the performing
arts tradition and put together by Nyoman Mulyawan produced the
essential magnetic pull needed to engage audiences from beginning
to end.
NOTES
The fieldwork for this article was conducted in April 2012 together with Professor Margaret Kartomi of the School of Music Conservatorium, Monash
University to whom I am very grateful. Drs HI Sjachroeddin ZP SH, the governor of Lampung Province, and Drs Bustami Zainudin, regent of Way Kanan
Regency invited us to research the performing arts of East, West, and Central Lampung. We thank Kemal Sjachdinata MCom, Hasyimkan MA of the
University of Lampung and others who accompanied us. The talented artist
Nyoman Mulyawan M Hum was very informative, organizing performances of
sakura and other dances for us and providing us with a DVD recording of pesta
sakura (2010)—a description of this recorded performance is the basis of this
study and analysis—from which I reproduced photographic stills with his kind
permission. I am also grateful to I Wayan Mustika for providing a copy of his
dissertation on sakura performance (2010).
1. Unless otherwise noted all foreign terms are in Indonesian language.
2. In April 2012, during an interview on the state of Lampung’s performing arts, one of the leaders of the Council of Adat Elders of Lampung
(MPAL, Majelis Penyimbang Adat Lampung, L)—an organization created by
the current governor of Lampung to revive the traditional Lampung arts—
used the word pesona in relation to the arts. His name is Hi Nasrun Rakai—his
traditional name is Kanjeng Sutan Raja Pesirah Penata Adat—and he pointed
out that it is the pesona combined with the many other traditional Lampung
performative elements that enable artists successfully to create performance
that attracts large audiences, an allure that in his opinion other local Lampung
and national artists such as Indonesian pop stars also know about and produce
intentionally for their contemporary audiences. He went on to explain that
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for him, something or someone that is “enchanting” or “stunning” (mempesonakan) has qualities that are to be admired (dikagumi).
3. A talo balak (L) orchestra consists of kelenongan (gong-chime), gong
(hanging gong), bende (small gong), gujih (pair of cymbals), gendang (double-headed drum), bedug (large single-headed mosque drum), rebana (frame
drum), gamolan pring (L, xylophone), seruling (flute).
4. The people of West Lampung Regency divide themselves into coastal
Saibatin and inland Pepadun genealogies.
5. A Lampungic term for rhyming verse (pantun in Indonesian and
Malay) often sung to welcome guests on ceremonial occasions. On more intimate occasions it may contain advice or humorous anecdotes specific to a
particular member or selected members of the audience.
6. Tari Cangget is an ancient female long-fingernail dance characterized by the use of long, ten-centimeter gold metal fingernail adornments worn
by dancers on all fingers. The dance is also known as sigeh pengutin in Melinting in east Lampung.
7. The gamolan (as distinct from the well-known Javanese and Balinese
gamelan orchestra) bamboo xylophone received international recognition in
December 2011 when the original Lampung musical instrument was given an
Intangible Cultural Heritage listing by UNESCO.
8. The Katalog Topeng Lampung (Lampung Topeng Catalog) contends
that the southern Lampung term tupping derives from the Indonesian term
topeng (mask) (2009: 1). However, the original meaning of sakura, an archaic
Lampung term, is unclear. For detailed description on tupping, see Djaenuderadjat (1993).
9. According to archaeologists, Malays migrated from Kalimantan to
southern Sumatra in the first or second millennium bce (Bellwood 2007; Heppel 1992). Due to some of the physical similarities between the Kalimantan
and the old Lampung masks and their social and mystical functions, it is possible that ancestors of the Malays brought their mask-making skills to presentday Lampung and South Sumatra upstream along the Musi River from Palembang and the Mesuji, Tulang Bawang Seputih, Sekampung rivers, and related
subsidiaries from the east coast to Ranau Lake in the northwest.
10. For a detailed description of the history of Lampung in the Malay
world of Sriwijaya from the seventh century onward, see Totton (2009) and
Brinkgreve and Sulistianingsih (2009).
11. Mustika notes that the riots and fighting between sakura youth
from Kenali and Canggu villages took place in 1987 and 1988 performances.
Villagers saw rioters harass one another and others and speak foul language
at performances, and also steal food and drink from street vendors (2011: 11,
220).
12. Stories in the form of blogs and local Internet newspapers about
sakura performances are on the rise. See, for example, the following news
stories: “Pesona Topeng Lampung” (2010), “Festival Sakura 1001 Wajah Meriahkan HUT ke-XX Lampung Barat” (2011), and “Pesta Rakyat Masyarakat
Lampung Barat” (2011).
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13. The villages include Canggu, Kenali, Belalau, Balik Bukit, Batubrak, and Suka. Rotating the event around these villages each year helps
spread the costs of such a production around; it also means that each village
in turn receives the benefits of business from large attending audiences.
14. The betel nut pole plays an important part in some rites of passage in Lampung. At weddings and title-giving ceremonies, for example, men
erect tall, heavy posts at the top of which builders attach a large round metal
wreath-like ring from which household goods and ceremonial cloth hang and
are presented to the guests of honor at the end of the ceremony. Their protective presence overseeing the ceremony from up high alludes to Lampung’s
worldview as depicted on the designs of the ship cloths (palepai) used for ceremonial and heirloom purposes. For more information on the betel-nut poles,
see Gittinger (1976: 207–212).
15. For further detailed descriptions of the form and content of Lampung transition rites, see Van Dijk and de Jonge (1980).
16. In his discussion on the writer’s techniques in narrative fiction
Wayne Booth illustrates the intentional creation of (psychological) distance
between an author and his characters and also between the characters and
the reading audience in order to make certain that the reader identifies the
intended heros and/or villains (1983). Such psychological distance, explored
by scholars of Western narrative fiction, is useful in the context of psychological distance between theatre director and actors, between actors in performance and audience to bring further insights and understandings of cultural
discourse as entered into between performance and audience.
17. Kenneth Burke’s term “muscular imagination” refers to rhythmic
movement and the full-body response experienced by the audience in performance (Onsberg 2010: 14).
18. Some characters on the Shakespearean stage serve as “internal
audiences” or “mediators,” whom the playwright uses to intervene in “the
relationship between audience and performance” (Logan 2007: 49). Logan
further explores the complex and dynamic relationship between the “internal
mediator” and “gestural performance,” illustrating how the internal mediators in Shakespeare’s Titus Andronicus shape the audience’s experience of the
character Lavinia (57). The internal audiences in Nyoman Mulyawan’s sakura
production operate in a vein not unlike the Shakespearian internal audiences
or mediators showing the audience how to experience the performance and
on whom to focus.
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